S/N

STATUS

GAMES

DATE

TIME

VENUE

1

REGISTRATION IS OPEN

Foosball (Table Soccer) Competition

29 to 31 Jan 2019

12.30pm to 2.00pm

2

REGISTRATION IS OPEN

Checkers Competition

26 to 28 Feb 2019

12.30pm to 2.00pm

3

REGISTRATION IS OPEN

Badminton Tournament

25 to 27 Mar 2019

7.00pm to 10.00pm

MOE (Evans Road), Multi- Purpose Hall level 1, Section A

4

REGISTRATION IS OPEN

Futsal 5-A-Side Tournament

5-Apr-19

7.00pm to 10.00pm

Premier Pitch (Turf City), 200 Turf Club Road - Indoor Courts

5

REGISTRATION NOT OPEN YET

Netball (Mixed) Tournament

3-May-19

7.00pm to 10.00pm

MOE (Evans Road), Multi- Purpose Hall level 1, Section A

6

REGISTRATION NOT OPEN YET

Carrom Competition

27 to 31 May 2019

12.30pm to 2.00pm

MOE HQ (Buona Vista), Open Area, Basement 3

TEAM COMPOSITION

If there is a tie after the 3 minutes, the winner will be determined by a “sudden death”
goal. To begin the game, the ball is served through a hole at the side of the table, or
simply placed by hand at the feet of a figure in the center of the table. The initial
Each team shall comprise of maximum of 3 players. There will be no
serving side is decided with by coin toss. Players attempt to use figures mounted on
substitute players. The team with the highest combined points will win rotating bars to kick the ball into the opposing goal. "360-degree shots" or "spinning"
the games. Duration per game is about three minutes.
(using the palm of the hand to swiftly spin the bar all around, instead of using wrist
strokes to kick the ball with a bar-mounted figure) is illegal. The winner is determined
when one team scores the most number of goals in the competition. Once the
competition commences, no changes to the players is allowed.

Each team shall comprise of maximum of 3 players. There will be no
MOE HQ (Buona Vista), Podium Block, Level 2, ER@P2-4 (E4) substitute players. The team that won the most games and obtained
highest scores shall be declared the winner.

REGISTRATION NOT OPEN YET

Bowling Tournament

28-Jun-19

7.00pm to 9.30pm

Planet Bowl @ Civil Service Club Tessensohn Road

8

REGISTRATION NOT OPEN YET

8 Ball Pool Tournament

17-Jul-19

7.00pm to 10.00pm

SAFRA Toa Payoh, Lagoon Billiard, #02-05

9

REGISTRATION NOT OPEN YET

Scrabble Competition

19 to 23 Aug 2019

12.30pm to 2.00pm

10

REGISTRATION NOT OPEN YET

Table Tennis Tournament

18-Sep-19

7.00pm to 10.00pm

Each team shall comprise a minimum of 5 players and a maximum of
7 players.

11

REGISTRATION NOT OPEN YET

The Sudoku Challenge

24 to 26 Sep 2019

12.30pm to 2.00pm

12

REGISTRATION NOT OPEN YET

Frisbee 5-A-Side Tournament

16-Oct-19

7.00pm to 10.00pm

13

REGISTRATION NOT OPEN YET

Minute to Win It Games

4-Nov-19

12.30pm to 2.00pm

Futsal is played between two teams of five players each. Unlimited subtitutions are
permitted. The game is played in indoor futsal court.

Netball is a ball sport played by two teams of seven players. Male players are
Each team shall comprise a minimum of 7 players and maximum of 12
allowed to play only the following positions: (i) Centre (C) (ii) Goal Shooter (GS) (iii)
players. Each team must have at least TWO male players.
Goal Keeper (GK).

The red coin in the centre is the “queen” while the remaining coins are black and
white. One player has to hit all the black coins and the red coin into one of the four
pockets on the board while the other has to hit all the white coins and the red coin.
Whoever achieves this first is declared the winner.The queen is the red counter. She
is worth three points, called the "queen's premium", to the player who pockets her,
covers her and then goes on to win. If the player who pockets and covers the queen
loses the game then nobody scores any points for her. Once you have pocketed one
of your own pieces you may go for the queen on any subsequent shot or turn. You
must pocket the queen and then immediately pocket any one of your own pieces into
any of the pockets.

Each team shall comprise a maximum of 10 players. All members in
the team will play 3 games. The team with the highest score
accumulated based on the scores of the best 4 bowlers (including at
least 1 female bowler’s results) shall be declared first. The team with
the second highest score accumulated based on the scores of the best
4 bowlers (including at least 1 female bowler’s results) shall be
declared second and so on.

Nil

Each team shall compriise a minimum of 5 players and maximum of 6 Players are assigned either the group of solid balls or striped balls. The objective of
players. The match shall consists of one single, one doubles and one the game is to pocket the eight ball in a called pocket, shich can only be done after all
mixed doubles
the bals from a player's assigned group have been cleared from the table.

Each team shalll comprise a maximum of 3 players. There will be no
MOE HQ (Buona Vista), Podium Block, Level 2, ER@P2-4 (E4) substitute players. The team that won the most games and obtained
highest scores shall be declared the winner.

MOE (Evans Road), Multi- Purpose Hall level 2

Each player begins the game with 12 pieces, or checkers placed in the three rows
closest to him or her. The object of the game is to capture all your opponent's chckers
or position your pieces so that your opponent has no available moves. Basic
movement is to move a checker one space diagonally forward.

Badminton will be played on round-robin. No substitution of team line-up shall be
Each team shall comprise a minimum of 5 players and a maximum of
allowed under any circumstances after the team line-up list has been submitted to the
7 players. The match shall consists of one single, one doubles and one
Head Referee. On the day of play, there shall be no repetition of players in all the
mixed doubles.
categories.

Each team shall comprise of 5 players. There will be no substitute
MOE HQ (Buona Vista), Podium Block, Level 2, ER@P2-4 (E4) players. A time limit of 45 (40+5) minutes will be imposed on each
Game. The matches shall consists of one single and two doubles.

7

REMARKS

Scrabble is a word game in which two to four players score points by placing tiles
bearing a single letter onto a board divided into 15x15 grid of squares.

Each team shall comprise a minimum of 5 players and a maximum of
7 players. The match shall consists of one single, one doubles and one
mixed doubles

Nil

Sudoku is a a logic based, number placement puzzle. The objective is to fill a 9x9 grid
Each team shall comprise of maximum of 3 players. There will be no
with digits in such a way that each column, each row and each of the ninie 3x 3 grids
MOE HQ (Buona Vista), Podium Block, Level 2, ER@P2-4 (E4) substitute players. The team with the highest combined points will win
that make up the larger 9x9 grid contains all of the digits from 1 to 9. Each sudoku
the games. Duration per game is about three minutes.
puzzle begins with some cells filled in.

MOE (Evans Road) Hockey Field

Frisbee 5-a-side will be played on round-robin. There is no limit to the number of
Each team shall compriise a minimum of 5 players and maximum of 7
substitution. However, players who are substituted cannot re-enter the court for the
players.
same game.

Each team shall comprise of maximum of 3 players. There will be no
MOE HQ (Buona Vista), Podium Block, Level 2, ER@P2-4 (E4) substitute players. The team that won the most games and obtained
highest scores shall be declared the winner.
based on the fastest completion time.

